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NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF

SHOCK-TO-DETONATION FROM PROJECTILE

by

J. H. M. Fu and G. E. Cort

ABSTRACT

IMPACT

This report describes the results of sow numerical cal-
culations of the impact of steel cylinders and spheres on the
plastic-bonded high explosive PBX 9501. The calculations were
carried out by a reactive, multicomponent, two-dimensional,
Eulerian hydrodynamic computer code, 2DE. The 2DE computer
code is a finite–difference code that uses the donor-acceptor-
cell method to compute mixed cell fluxes.

The mechanism of shock initiation to detonation in
heterogeneous explosives is best described as local decomposi-
tion at hot spots that are formed by shock interactions with
density discontinuities. The liberated energy strengthens the
shock so that as it interacts with additional inhomogeneities,
hotter hot spots are formed, and more of the explosive is
decomposed. The shock wave grows stronger until a detonation
begins. This mechanism of initiation has been described
numerically by the Forest Fire burn model, which gives the
rate of explosive decomposition as a function of local
pressure. The parameters in the Forest Fire burn model have
been developed from experiments where the induced shock
approximates a plane wave and are applied here to a situation
where the induced shock is a divergent wave with curvature
that depends on the size and shape of the projectile.

The calculated results have been compared with results
from experiments involving instrumented mock and live high
explosives, with projectiles of varying sizes, shapes, and
velocities. We find that there is good agreement between the
calculated and experimental data.

. .-

1. INTRODUCTION

A major problem in the handling and storage

of munitions, and of explosive materials in

general, is the possibility of the propagation of

detonations from a damaged warhead or motor into

nearby explosive objects. Because modern high-

specific impulse solid fuels are composed mainly

of explosive substances, concern with problems of

sympathetic detonation has increased. This sym-

pathetic detonation phenomnon can be caused by

the blast from the primary explosion or by the

impact of debris fragments. This study concen-

trates on impact by simulated steel debris frag-

ments on PBX 9501: a mixture of 95% HMX–2, 2.5%

nitroplasticizer, and 2.5% Estane by weight. The

approach used here could be applied with more

typical rocket propellants to determine critical

debris particle sizes and velocities that would

not cause a detonation.

The shock initiation of a detonation refers

to a process in which a shock wave induced in an

explosive charge develops into a propagating

1



detonation wave. In

the induced shock is

lens or by a flying

length is larger than

many experimental studies,

generated by a plane-wave

plate whose characteristic

or is comparable to that of

the explosive sample. In those studies, the

assumption that the induced shock is a plane wave

is a reasonable apprOximation before tne arrival

of the unloading rar”~faction waves. The plane-

wave approximation has been used in the sensitiv-

ity studies of many explosives. The well-known

Pop plots for a variety of explosives are the

result of those studies. The Pop plot of an ex-

plosive is a sensitivity indicitor “that expresses

the distance of run to detonation as a function

of the initial pressure.

When a small projectile strikes a high ex–

plosive (HE) sample, the propagating shock wave

may decay and die, failing to initiate a detona-

tion, or it may be amplified and initiate a deto-

nation in the explosive. The decay of the wave

is caused by rarefaction waves “from interfaces

and by the geometric-divet’gence effect; both

weaken the shock. On the other hand, the propa-

gating shock interacts with density discontinui-

ties to create local hot spots. 1,2 The energy

released from the shock-induced decomposition of

the explosive at hot spots strengthens the shock.

If the strengthening process prevails, a detona-

tion will result. Thus, the shock initiation in

an explosive struck by a projectile depends on

the type and configuration of the target explosive

and the material, velocity, and shape of the

incident projectile.

11. EXPERIMENTS

The numerical study and accompanying exper-

iments involved a single type of test. The pro-

jectiles were fired from a gas gun at a small

block of PBX 9501 or 900-10 mock (1.867 g/cm3

density) explosive. The 900-10 and some of the

PBX 9501 blocks were instrumented with carbon and

Manganin gauges to measure pressure and Constantan

gauges to measure strains. The gauges were lo-

cated on-axis at 17 nwn and 34 mm from the impact

surface, and 10 m off-axis at 17 m from the

impact surface. A sumnary of the results that

are used as a basis for comparison with the nu-

merical calculations is glveh in Table I.

For 7.62-!wn-diam steel cylinders striking

at 845 m/s on 900–10, the peak shock pressures

measured at 17 nun and 34 m on-axis were

0.2 * ().03 and 0.06 +0.015 Gpa, respectively.

For the same impact on PBX 9501, the average

pressures were about a factor of 8 higher’-because

of the 10w-order reactions in “the HE, but a full

detonation did not occur. THe uninitrumented

PBX ’9501 detonated on impact at 873 m/s with the

same projectile. A cylindrical projectile almost

half the diafneter (3.35 nwn) caused a detonation

at 2178 m/’s, but tiot at 2093 m/s.

No detonations were obser;ed with 7.94-iron-

diam spherical projectiles at velocities IJp to

1.85 k’mls. Spherical projectiles ”6.35 m in “diam

did “not cause detonations at velocities tip to

2.506 km/s.

III. MODEL

“The computation bf sympathetic detonation

from projectile impact was perforin~d with the

two-dimensional Eulerian reactive hydrodynamic

code, 2DE (Refs. 2 i?fid~) using the Forest Fire

burn rate>’2 The equation-of-state data used

in these calculations are given in Appendix A.

The Forest Fire burn rate parameters and Pop plot

data are given in Appendix B. The Pop plots ‘for

P8X 9501 and PBX 9404* are given in Fig. 1. The

density of the PBX 95bl used in these experiments

and computations was 1.833 glCnI. PBX 9501 is

slightly less sensitivb than PBX 9404. The scat-

ter in the experimental data for PBX 9501 gives

an indication of the relative “error in our calcu-

lated results. The partially reacted Hugoniots

are given in Fig. 2’(for 900-10, PBX 9501, and

P8X 9404. Material s~rength was not included in

the model.

The configuration; of the explosive target

in the computer model is cylindrical with the

centerlines of the projectile and target coinci-

dent (Fig. 3). Typical mesh dimensions and num-

bers of computational cells are given in the

r- and z- directions.

An important parameter in numerical nmfeling

of shock waves is the artificial viscosity used in

*Composition of PBX 9401 is 94% HMX, 3% nitrocel-
lulose, and 3% tris-6-chloroethYl phosphate.

. .
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1.

Shot
No.

1.
2.

::

2:
AVGC
AVG

II.

Shot
No.

1-7

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Instrumented Targets, PBX 9501 and 900-10 (- l-m Range) 7.62-ImI-
diam x 15.24-mm-long steel cylinders at 845 * 10 m/s.a

Peak Shock Pressure (GPa)b

IY$@
On-Axis

17 Ilmll 34 mm
10 mm-Off Axis

i7 MM

900-10
900-10
900-10
900-10
PBX 9501
P8X 9501
900-10
PBX 9501

0.230
0.200
0.170
0.140
1.250
1.670
0.20* 0.03
1.530 * 0.25

Uninstrumented Targets, PBX

Steel Projectile
Size (innShape)

6.35-diam sphere

8 7.62-diam cylinder
x 15.2 long

9 3.35-diam cylinder
x 6.71 long

10 3.35-diam cylinder
x 6.71 long

11 3.35-diam cylinder
x 6.71 long

12-15 7.94-diam sphere

0.05
0.07

0:07
0.41

0.060* 0.015
0.410

9501 (- 12-m Range)

Velocity (m/s)

1238 to 2506

873

2275

2093

2178

1700 to 1850

0.160
0.130

aAll projectiles struck the PBX 9501 surface at O“ obliquity,
within 5 mm of centerline.

o. ;00
1.550
0.145 * 0.02
1.220 * 0.350

bl GPa = 10 kbar.
cExcluding shot No. 4, which was farther off center than the
first three.

dGo = detonation

Resultd

No go

Go

Go

No go

Go

No go

3
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Fig. 1. Pop plots for PBX 9501 and PBX 9404.

finite-difference solutions to smear out the

shock . Without artificial viscosity, the step

changes in pressure and temperature across the

shock can occur within a single-mesh cell and

make the numerical solution unstable. There is

no Q prwri method of determining the best value

of the artificial viscosity for any given problem,

although the shock rrust be smeared across a few

mesh cells for stability. If the artificial

viscosity is too large, the shock pressure will

L -------------------------

E i
“$100 “

ii~801Target
PBX 9501

‘or
o ------x)-----iijti----ijti-
Number.of Cellsin”R-Direction

Fig. 3. Typical computer model for an
impinging cylindrical projectile.

be reduced. This would be particularly serious

in the present study because the Forest Fire burn

rate would also be affected by the incorrect

pressure. The numerical model was calibrated by

ensuring that the artificial viscosity was small

enough that the numerical model predicted the

pressures measured in the experiments.

,., ,,, ,,.

/‘P*/
/
/

,/’ .~’
“ *P“’

/

//
/““’./O

“ /
/d& Legend

/
/ A= 900,10 p c \.867g/cm3

- /“ H=PBX9501 p * L833g/cm3
/0

❑ ’P13X9404 p=l.844ghm3

I I I I ! I I 1 I I

3 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

. .

-6.

-.

ParticleVelocity(km/s)

Fig. 2. Shock-particle velocity relation for 90O-10, PBX 9501, and PBX 9404.
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IV. RESULTS

A. 900-10

For the cylinder impact corresponding to the

experimental conditions, Table II gives the cal-

culated peak shock pressures corresponding to the

measurement locations.

TABLE II

PEAK SHOCK PRESSURE IN 900-10
STRUCK BY 7.72-mm-diam CYLINDER

AT 845 m/S

Location
Peak Pressure (GPa)

Measured Calculated

On-axis, z.17mm 0.200 * 0.03 0.235

Off-axis, Z s 17 inn 0.145 *0.02 0.205

A series of pressure profiles (Fig. 4) taken

along the axis at various times after impact

shows that the leading edge of the shock wave is

fairly sharp and extends across several mesh

cells. The artificial viscosity used for this

case is 0.25. Figure 5 shows isobars at about

2 us after impact, indicating the curvature

caused by rarefactions and divergence.

B. PBX 9501

The same calculative nmdel was used for the

PBX 9501 except for the properties. The impact

velocity was again 845 m/s. Table III gives the

comparison between the average experimental and

r I I I

7.62 mm
845 m/s
1.91 s

‘tMoc HE

. . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 5. Calculated isobars in 900-10 at
1.91 PS after impact by 7.62-mm-
diam cylinder at 845 m/s.

calculated peak shock pressures. Although con-

siderable decomposition of the HE took place,

there was no detonation in either the experiment

or the calculation. Figure 6 shows the shock

pressure and the unburned mass fraction versus

distance along the z-axis. The increase in peak

I I I

I HuaoniotPressure I- — - — -—- — -—-— - — -— - —-—-—-— .- —-— -—-r
‘\

!
\ ,-, Pressure in900-10
\ /
\8
/

!, ----- t=O.48~S

/“\ \,
--—-- t=o.95ps

\
—--—t=l.43ps

\ — t=l.91 #s
\
\

\

12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0

Distance Along Z-axis (mm)

Fig. 4. Calculated pressure along centerline for 7.62-nsn-diam cylinder
impact on 900-10 at 845 m/s at various times after impact.



TABLE III

PEAK SHOCK PRESSURE IN PBX 9501
STRUCK BY T.62-mm-diam CYLINDER

AT 845 mls

Peak Pressure (GPa)
Location Measured Calculated

On-axis, Z=17mm 1.530 * 0.25 1.480

Off-axis, Z - 17 mm 1.220 * 0.350 1.160

pressure over that observed with 900-10 is a con-

sequence of the energy released by chemical de~

composition of the PBX 9501. The curvature in

the shock wave is essentially identical to that

observed with 900-10 (Fig. 7).

The calculation was then repeated with iden-

tical parameters except that the cylinder velocity

was increased to 873 mis. A full detonation

occurred after a run of 7.14 mm. Based on an

initial pressure of 5.5 GPa from matched Hugoniots

for steel and unreacted PBX 9501, the Pop plot

indicates a run to detonation of 4.52 mm. The

increased distance to detonation can be attributed

to the decay in shock pressure with divergence.

Figure 8 shows isobars and contours of constant

mass fraction for times just before and just after

the start of detonation, 50 computational cycles,

or less than 0.5 @ apart. The corresponding

7.62 mm
845 m/s
1.91/As
9501

b......ra : . . . . . . . . . . . .
..”

.

.

.
:
.
.
:

. ..
. . . . . . ..,

Fig. 7. Calculated isobars in PBX 9501 at
1.91 us after impact by 7.62-mm-
diam cylinder at 845 mls.

pressure profiles and mass fractions versus dis-

tance along the centerline are shown in Fig. 9.

The shock pressure is increasing with time as the

—-— -—.— -—- -—-— .—-— -
~. - - - - - - --- - 1.0

----- Mass Fraction 0°
c

—- —-— Hugoniot Pressure z=
/0.

-. 0
\ \ /“

/“
-- ----

z
u

c

1 I I ,~
0.0

I2. I4. 16. 18. 20. 22.

Distance Along the Z-axis (mm)

Fig. 6. Calculated pressure and unburned mass fraction for 7.62-mm-diam
cylinder impact on PBX 95J3J,at 845 m/s, 1.91 PS after impact.

#. .

.,

-*~

“.

I
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7.62–mm Cylinder, 873 m/s

Fig. 8. Isobars (left) and contours of constant
mass fraction at 1.91 us (top) and
2.38 us after impact by 7.62-mm cylinder
at 873 m/s.

---- Mass Fraction

1.0 — Pressure ,, _/---- – 20

I

●✍

✚

Distance From Initial Interface

Fig. 9. Pressure and unburned mass fraction
for 7.62-nmz-diam cylinder impact at
873 mls.

detonation builds up behind it. Eventually, a

steady detonation wave will be reached with peak

pressure equal to 33.5 GPa, slightly less than

that of the Chapman-Jouguet point.

c. Cylinder, 3.35-mn-diam

Much higher velocities were required to cause

a detonation in the experiments with the smaller

cylinder. The same computational model was used,

except that the mesh size was reduced to help

resolve parameters on the smaller scale. The

behavior of the explosive is quite different from

that described previously for the larger cylinder.

Figure 10 shows the peak pressure in the explosive

plotted as a function of time after the impact

for three different sets of conditions.

1. Impact at 2.093 km/s with the chemical
reaction in the explosive turned off.

2. Impact at 2.093 km/s with the Forest
Fire burn model (reaction turned on).

3. Impact at 2.178 km/s with the Forest
Fire burn model.

.In the first case, the peak

nOt equal the 18.4 GPa predicted

Hugoniots for the nonreacted HE and

pressure does

from matched

steel. In

c , r 4
s

I — V=2178,n/s
‘---- V.2093,T,/s

.
‘- —-- V,2093m/s Reaction Off

10”#o ! , ,
0.4 0.8 1,2 1.6 20

lime After Impact (~ S)

Fig. 10. Shock front pressure versus time
for impact by 3.35 -mm-diam cylinder.



the second case, the pressure rises in about

0.3 IIS to about 28 GPa because of the reaction,

but again falls off. Some of the computational

cells near the centerline and the impact interface

are completely reacted, a condition that ordinar-

ily (in one-dimensional computations or in those

just described for the larger cylinder) would

propagate into a high-order detonation. Here the

projectile is small enough that side rarefactions

quickly reduce the peak pressure and the explosive

does not detonate; this agrees with experimental

observations. As a matter of interest, the

failure diameter for P8X 9404 is 1.20 * 0.2 mm,

about 35% of the projectile’s diameter. The

failure diameter for PBX 9501 has not been deter-

mined, but should be approximately the same. In

the third case, the peak pressure rises to about

28 GPa in the first 0.3 PS and falls to about

14 GPa about 1.0 US after that. However, because

the energy released in the chemical reaction is

enough to overcome the effect of the side

I

L!$
..........

E...........
\ ...............

,: ..

:.

1-
‘, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

:::.. .

1’:.

rarefactions, the peak pressure increases again

and a full detonation results.

The isobars and contours of constant mass

fraction for the latter two cases are compared in

Fig. 11.

0. Sphere, 6.35-Irondiam

The impact of the steel sphere with the

P8X 9501 was calculated for one velocity, 1852 m/s.

Recall that the experiments determined that no

detonation occurred for seven tests with impact

velocities ranging from 1.238 to 2.506 km/s. The

isobars at 0.20 and 1.58 IISafter impact are shown

in Fig. 12. The effect of rarefactions can be

seen at the sphere-HE interface. The peak

pressure reached in this case is only 11 GPa

versus 15.4 GPa that is predicted from matched

Hugoniots for nonreacting explosive and steel.

v. COMPARISON kl[TH PREVIOUS RESULTS

Three similar studies of projectile impact

on HE have recently been completed. 4-6
The

..... ....

L

..........

I

>

&\
):
. ...............
::..:,....

..

.....

lsobars,3.35-mm Cylinder, 2093and 2178 m/s

Fig. Ila. Isobars followinq impact of 3.35-nwn-diam cylinder at 2093 m/s.
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at top and 2178 ~/s, ”at bottom at 0.42, 1.~6, 1.68, and 2.1”v~.
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H11’---1)

I

1

H
I I

l---i
>.

I

H..
I

Mass Fraction 3.35-mm Cylinder, 2093 and 2178 mls

Fig. llb. Contours of constant mass fraction following impact of 3.30-nrn-diam cylinder
at 2093 m/s, at top and 2178 m/s, at bottom at 0.42, 1.26, 1.68, and 2.1 us.

study in Ref. 4 concentrated on PBX 9404 with

impact by cylinders ranging from 1.27 to 20.32 mm

in diameter. Some of the experiments included 2-

and 6-rNn tantalum sheets between the HE and the

projectile. The data for the impact on bare HE 2.0

are presented in Fig. 13 for comparison with the

I
6.35 mm

Sphere
1852 m/s
o.20/.Ls

B.......“.

. .

.:
.“:. . .

nL58ps

......

i I

Fig. 12. Isobars at 0.20 us and 1.58 ~s after
impact with 6.35-mm-diam sohere at
1852 m/s.

0.5

I I

\

❑

E. Detonation

❑ o Non-Detonation

~ PBX9404, Ref.4,BAREHE

n= PBX9501, This study

k,00

V* Z/q B

5 10
ProjectileDiameter(mm)

Fig. 13. Comparison with experimental data of
Ref. 4.
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results of this study. The PBX 9501 HE is less

sensitive, as indicated by Fig. 7. Both Refs. 4

and 5 developed and applied simplified empirical

models to predict the critical velocity for

projectiles. Several rmdels, discussed in Ref. 5,

imply that the critical velocity for shock initi-

ation varies inversely as the square root of the

diameter. The data ftmm Ref. 4 seem to fit this

velocity dependence well, but the two data points

from this study do not. Additional data Points

at intermediate diameters would be necessary to

determine the true shape of the velocity-diameter

dependence for PBX 9501.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The shock-induced detonation of small samples

of PBX 9501 by the impact of projectiles of

different shapes and sizes has been nmdeled

successful lY. The results of the calculations

are in good agreement with experimental observa-

tions. From considerations of projectile veloc-

ity, size, shape, and explosive properties, shock-

induced detonations can be calculated for a range

of parameters.

The curvature of the impact-induced shock

wave caused by side rarefactions and geometric

divergence is the major difference between this

class of shock–induced detonation and that caused

by a plane-wave lens or flyer plate. These

effects cannot be scaled easily because of non–

linear interactions.

The HOM equation of state

for pressure P and temperature

specific volume V and specific
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as input. The shock velocity Us and the

particle velocity Up are related by

us = C+su
P“

The equations for a solid are

PH =c2(vo-v)/[vo-s(vo-v)12>

X=l.nv,

l.nTH=F+GX+HX2+IX3+ JX4,

-.

.*

“.

k
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IH = (1/2) PH(VO -V),

P = (Y/v) (I - IH) + PH, and

T= (I - IH) (23 890)/Cv+TH.

The equations for a gas are

X=LnV,

Y=9.n Pi,

Y= A+8X+CX2+DX3+EX4,

!Zn Ii =K+LY+MY2+NY3+ 0Y4,

Ii= Ii-Z,

c
s
F

G
u
I

a
Y

%
v
a
n
s
c“

c
s
F

G
n
x

n
B
c“
n
E

K
L
rl
N

!tnTi=Q+RX SX2 + TX3
4

+Ux,

-1/~ = R + 2SX + 3TX2 4UX3,

P = [1/(Bv)] (I - Ii) + Pi, and

T= (I - Ii) (23 890)/Cv+Ti.

The solution for a cell with more than one com–

ponent is based on combinations of these

equations.
2,3

The equation-of-state parameters used in this

study are tabulated in Table A-I. The units are

volume (cm3/g), energy (Mbar-cm3/g), pressure

(Mbar), temperature (K), velocity (cm/us), and

heat capacity (cal/g-K).

TA8LE A-I

EQUATION-OF-STATE PARAMETERS

P8X 9501

2.500000000000E-01 m
2.leooooooooooE40c E

‘10?362QF901 ~OOE+01 K
-1.11107G6759OCE*O2 L
-1.941853902200E+02 M
-1061C1535926@OOE+0 2 N
-3.355704507400E+01 n

1.5CGOOCOOOOOOE+O0 R
3,0000000COOOOE-01 R
5e45553737040CE-01 s
1oCOCOOCOCOOOCE-C4 T

‘3.525872840600E+O0 u
-2.602094152600E+O0
2.1515657C58600E-01

c;
z

steel

4.5s013!300t30t3~E-o~ a
1.51000000000E+00 Y

-3.823~2587453E+03 Cv
-7. 03Z11954024E+03 v
-4.~2670213e9cIE+03 a
‘1.41367~402118E+03

Air

-4.!506025426EZE+O0 ❑

-1.27Z461!062SE+O0 Q
-3.742766002wE-03 R
1.23929236747E-02

-2.07694122929E-03
s
T

-1.6265544743CE+OCI u
9.052~3146618E-02 c;
2.69004997726E-03 z

-5.43583122192E-05 u

3.043215493500E-02
-1.t32G53$e160cE-02
-1.612213734400E+O0
5.275117547200E-01
7.024394327500E-02
4.643C24952000E-03
1.234139635400E-04
7a3bb2bOb5C300EtO0

-500Pt7001bP3CCE-01
3. 553568750600E-02
3.942242G44100E-02

-1.367380827300E-02
5.CCCOOOOOOOOCE-C1
1.0000OOOOOOOOE-01

-1.66391615?83E+03
.2.00000000000E+O0
1.07000000000E-01
1.263104711OOE-O1
1.17000000000E-05

-1.58E121895338E-06
8.2213445g1441E+O0

-2.51525130950E-01
-1.34446240047E-02
1.40871016422E-02

-2. 18132189985E-03
s.OOOooooooooE-o~
~.OOOOOOOOOOOE-t)~

8.65224000000E+02
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APPENDIX B

FOREST FIRE BURN RATE

The mass fraction of unburned explosive W is immediately) when P reaches the C-J pressure.
defined as W = 1 for pure solid, and burns to The rate parameters used in this study are tabu-
gaseous products, W = O, according to a pressure-

.-

lated in Table B-I.

dependent rate law based on experimental data.1’2 These Forest Fire parameters are derived
The rate R is defined for pressure P in Mbars and

.b

from the experimentally determined Pop plots.
time t in VS by The equation of the Pop plot is

R= (l/W) (dW/dt), and !Lnx=A+Bk?nP,

N
tn R = ~ CiPi-l .

with the run distance x in

i=1 in Mbars. The Pop plots

The parameters are given in
The limiting conditions set R = O for P less than

a specified cutoff pressure, and R=m(W+O

TABLE B-I

FOREST FIRE RATE PARAMETERS

PBX 9501

C-J PRESSURE ● 0.3595 CUT-OFF PRESSURE ● 0,0C5

c(I=l#14) ●

cm and the pressure P

are shown in Fig. 1.

Table B-II.

-908934158860E+O0 5*06500301P1E+02 -1.8E6741120’6E+04
5.0905952790E+05 -9.4510392786E+O6

‘1.1353466359E+09
1.22764b6725E+OF

705536596868E+09 -30619946O533E+1O
1c2371591689E+11 -2093,90364021E+11 6obOE769E934E+ll

-402B71378222E+11 1.79099750P6E+11

TABLE B-II

POP-PLOT PARAMETERS

PBX 9501

A B— —

-5.082788910 -1.475248725

“m‘

.
“.
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US Department of Commerw

S28S PorI ROYd Road
SIWln@d, VA 22161

Mbzoflchc S3.S0 (AO1 )

Domestic NTls Domestic NTIS Domestic NTIS
~e Rmue Price price Code Psge Range Rice Price (b& page Rsnse Price Pticc Code

001423 s MO A02 1s1-17s SI1.oo A08 301-32S $17.00 A14

0264330 6.00 A03 176-200 12.W A09 326-350 le..oo AM
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076-100 8.00 AOS 226-2S0 14.00 All 376400 20.00 A17

101-12s 9.W A06 2S 1-27S 1s.00 A12 40142S 21.00 A18
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Domestic NTIS
hge Range Rice Rlcc code

45147s S23.00 A20
476-S00 24.00 A21
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